Across
4. What is a Highway linking multiple states?
7. Which interstate highway is located entirely within AZ?
10. What is the highway linking mainland FL to Key West?
13. Who created the interstate highway system?
15. Sometimes you have to pay this on roads.
16. You will get a ticket for going faster than this road sign.
17. Interstates with these numbers run E-W.
18. It's my way or the _______.
19. This is where you fuel up.

Down
1. What road follows the Mississippi River from LA to WI?
2. What is a frequent question asked by passengers on long road trips?
3. 100-Mile stretch of road near Area 51.
4. What road traces the oceanfront of C.A.?
5. What is a highway that encircles a city like D.C.?
6. What is the byway linking Santa Fe and Albuquerque?
7. Which lane is used for faster moving vehicles?
8. You get on this when exiting the Highway.
9. It's nicknamed "The Mother Road".
10. Interstates with these numbers run N-S.
11. This is where you fuel up.
12. Interstate 15 passes through how many states?